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Description of Homestead Lot 45, Map 6
N. Kona, Hawaii

Beginning at a pt 15 ft north of the corner of the
Stone Wall which marks the boundary between
Mauna and Hanaunamana, on the makai side of
the Road, at a point marked + on makai face
of said wall from which point "Maupuleoowa" bears S 57° 25' W distant 118 ft;
then the boundary runs by true bearings:
N 88° 00' W 3490' along northern lot 15y'
wide to marked fork.
N 25° 25' E 398'. Point marked + on ahau
S 96° 20' E 3367'. "Land of Kau
S 9° 20' W 270'. "Stone wall on makai
side of Road to the
Sewerage point.

Area 24 3/100 acres.

Note: by J. T. Brown
from survey of J. D. Emerson

Sept 3rd 1894